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This morning we spent some time talking about the activity we are seeing online and how
our web‐based lead acquisition continues to rise. In a short amount of time, we’ve been
some astronomical growth with nearly a quarter million website sessions last year alone
coupled with the fact that 80% of our lead are collected from one of our two websites.
This is great news! But what are the reasons behind it? And is everyone really doing “it”?
Well, what we are going to do know is take a closer look as to what is happening in the
Well
digital world…. We’ll take a look at some statistics that will answer those questions for us
and we’ll take a look at the digital enhancements we’ve implemented this year in an effort
to better align our presence with our users’ expectations. And we are also going to look at
some of your digital accomplishments and talk about what steps can be taken to move your
local online presence to the next level.
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There’s no doubt digital is the way of the future. And it is rapidly transforming right in front
of our eyes.
In this illustration we see the evolution of technology adoption and usage. When we say,
“Everyone is doing it!” It really isn’t an exaggeration – it’s a fact! The percentage of adult
Americans now using technology as their go‐to option for media consumption is colossal.
This includes every day tasks, research, entertainment, social interaction and everything in
between.
between
The first point I’d like to make is how steadily internet usage has inclined since 2000 in
comparison to how rapidly the numbers of tablet, smartphone and social media users have
propelled in just a few years.
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This information concludes that 9 out of 10 Americans are online
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In addition to half the population owning a tablet, nearly 80% of Americans now own a
smartphone.
Our own data tells us that nearly 60% of Timberhaven users are visiting us on a mobile
device or a tablet.

<<<Use if questioned about age ranges:
Smartphones are said to be ubiquitous among adults ages 18‐49 . Would’ve you guessed
that 74% of Americans ages 50‐64 are now smartphone owners as are 42% of those 65 and
older?>>>
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The last conclusion from the chart is that 7 out of 10 Americans are using social media on a
regular basis. Yes, it is true that social media activity and smartphone usage is habitual
with the younger population. BUT…
80% of those between the age of 30‐49 and
64% of those between the age of 50‐64
have also reported utilizing social media on a regular basis.
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There’s no denying the number of internet users and mobile users is on the rise. But so is
time spent on mobile devices. Studies show mobile users now spend on average more
than 5 hours a day on their phone. 5 hours a day on their phone. Would you agree that
number is outrageous?
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Mobile usage now exceeds the amount of time people spend watching TV
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I don’t know about you, but I don’t even get that much sleep in a day’s time.
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With an increasing number of apps, websites reprogrammed for mobile friendliness
Better and increased wi‐fi and broadband networks that users can tap into
Internet usage and accessibility is now convenient for everyone…anytime…and
anywhere.
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This information validates what I said earlier – everyone is doing it and they’re spending a
tremendous amount of time doing it. But what is “it”? What are people actually doing on
their phones….
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Just about everything! According to this study, the major categories include media &
entertainment, shopping, music, gaming and actual work….but the largest player is social
media. More than half of those 5 hours are being spent in social media platforms alone
(the blue area): this includes Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Pinterest and Snapchat.
2.5 hours a day on social media alone.
For fun
fun, we figured out the amount of time spent on social media over a lifetime is 5 years
and 4 months. In that amount of time, we could….
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run more than 10,000 marathons
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…or fly to the moon and back 32 times. THAT’S A LOT OF TIME!!!!
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Now….when we think about online and mobile usage from Timberhaven’s perspective, we
are competing against so many distractions – not just log home competitors but
distractions in general like Amazon’s remarketing ads, the latest viral YouTube video, a text
message from a spouse and dozens of others – so how can we get in front of these billions
of people? Not only to attract them but to engage with them…
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Users will find us in several areas including our main website, Log Home Design Center,
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Google Plus, and Youtube. These areas are highlighted here.
We are going to take a closer look at the main website and the log home design center in a
little bit, but for starters let’s review our social media efforts.
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We currently maintain accounts on Facebook, Twitter, G+
Several of you follow along by liking, sharing or commenting on our posts – thank you!
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If you’re not familiar, in these platforms we share daily posts – which include information
about one of the following categories:
manufacturing process
a design tip
a floor plan feature
details about our products and services
sharing of a project one of you have been working on or a mention about us from one of
the magazines
And lastly the blog
Here’s an example of one of our posts – it include a new photo, a comment about the
design, a link to a photo library
That simple. It yielded 1,351 views, 17 likes, 2 comments and a share.
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Other social media efforts include maintaining photo libraries on
Pinterest and Houzz
On these platforms users can share images, build their own libraries and ultimately click
through to Timberhaven’s website
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What is the 2nd largest search engine in the world?
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What is the 2nd largest search engine in the world?
Another huge contender is YouTube – YouTube is the 2nd largest search engine in the world.
Have you visited our YouTube channel?
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I do encourage you to do so – we currently have 15 videos on our channel – users have
viewed these videos over 318,000 times.
Timberhaven has also invested in the necessary equipment needed to produce our own
videos – we’ve released one so far. Can anyone tell me the title of that video? You’ll be
seeing another one in just a few weeks. Be sure to stay tuned.
For kicks….let’s look at some of these numbers…
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The blog is another vehicle utilized to attract our clients in the digital world.
With more than 200 current subscribers, the blog helps us establish authority, validate our
expertise, and engage with potential clients.
By releasing content on a weekly basis, we also improve the quality of our user experience
by releasing Fresh new content, rich with keywords and meaningful text and new photos.
Search engines view blog articles as updates to our site. Making modifications on a
consistent basis is very important in the digital world. Again, it helps us continue to
solidify a comprehensive SEO program, ensures our premium ranking, gives us something
to share in social media which ultimately helps drive traffic back to the main website,
design center, and even to you.
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Shawn Felty, owner of a local advertising firm says, “In the 21st century, business has
moved to the digital sphere. Blogging, one such online activity, has become a staple in large
and small organizations. Some may see this simply as a trend – something to fade as
enough time passes. These people are wrong.”
We strongly agree with Shawn and have seen the benefits tenfold – this month marks the
3‐year anniversary of our weekly blog.
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Let’s take a moment to recap our biggest vehicles’ digital reach …..
Youtube – 318,000 views
Facebook – 182,000 views
Design Center – 64,000 sessions
Main website – 160,000 (this includes blog traffic)
Totaling a potential audience of 724,000 prospects year
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Now….we’ve talked about where we’ve been. I’d like to spend the next few minutes to talk
about where we are going, specifically what changes we’ve made to better align our digital
presence with our users’ expectations.
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The first project we introduced this was an electronic newsletter
We used the newsletter to get back in front of our potential clients in a non‐threatening
way by providing a warm, friendly message from our fearless leaders and articles filled with
advice and helpful hints, resources, design ideas and more. We saw several price requests,
a significant increase in website activity, and new blog subscribers from our initial
newsletter. Our second issue is scheduled for the fall.
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The next project involved the Log Home Design Center.
The old LHDC was utilizing technology from the early 2000s. The framework was so
outdated it wasn’t even possible to optimize the site – meaning the site would never show
up organically in search, nor would any of its content.
Additionally, the site was not mobile friendly. Remembering the fact that nearly 60% of our
users are on a mobile device – we knew it was time to address these issues.
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So….
Innovate technology was used to rebuild the site in a new platform. This two‐step process
allowed us to give the site a fresh, modern look with the introduction of white, clean lines
and a widescreen format. It also provided us the ability to incorporate search engine
optimization and mobile friendliness.
We started planning for this project in the fall of 2016 – once started the website took over
4 months to build
build.
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I want to make a connection to the search engine optimization….remember I said earlier
that before we enhanced the log home design center, its content would never show up in
search. What I mean by that, for example, is if someone searched for “goose creek log
home design”……nothing related to the design center would show up.
Now….when a user types in goose creek log home design, we see multiple results….
1. The first one is the main website listing
2 The second one is for the goose creek listing on the design center
2.
3. The third listing is for the goose creek promotion on the design center
4. We are also seeing results show up in the format of images….
1. One for the main listing, another for the promotional listing
2. And congrats to Rich Hollander – that’s your goose creek flyer showing up in
these results. I’ll explain how this got here later.
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Show of hands….Have you had an opportunity to review the new design center?
I’d like to point out a few things…
First, on the home page we reorganized the custom design search in an effort to help
streamline results for our users. With over 300 plans in the database, it’s easy for a user to
become overwhelmed. Via this search box, a user can define plan options in an attempt to
narrow their results
results. Query options here include style,
style bedrooms,
bedrooms baths
baths, square footage
footage,
garage and even plan name. Users also have the option to VIEW ALL if they choose to do
so.
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We incorporated this featured designs section as a way to whet the appetite of our users.
These feature plans are rotated on a regular basis in an attempt to keep the images fresh
for returning users. You will notice consistency in this area as the designs will coincide with
plans in the current magazines along with our current quarterly promotion. We will also
feature NEW plans here to help create additional exposure for them as well.
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Once you click onto an individual plan page, you’ll notice the same theme is carried over ‐‐
the fresh, modern look, lots of white, clean lines. Descriptions along with simple call to
action buttons have been incorporated into these individual pages.
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We also enabled the click to compare feature. This feature allows users to click up to three
home plans to compare square footage, number bedrooms, and number of baths
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We talked about mobile friendliness earlier….has anyone actually looked at the site on their
phone or know what it means when a site is mobile friendly?
This is what it looks like…..when a user accesses the website from their mobile device or
tablet, through web programming, the site knows to display the mobile friendly version vs.
the widescreen version displayed for desktop users.
The format is in one column.
column The images and text are stacked.
stacked It
It’ss essentially a really long
page. And the menu system is collapsed at the top of the screen. The call to action
buttons work the same way on a phone as they do on a computer plus the refreshing white
background is easy on the users’ eyes.
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The third project involved our main website. The old main website was lacking in two main
areas (1) mobile friendliness and (2) speed. In order to address these poor performing
areas, the whole site had to rebuilt in a different platform. Migrating the site to a new
platform helped us overcome the mobile unresponsiveness and speed issues we were
facing.
It also gave us the ability to organize and search plans, redesign our photo libraries and
restructure the content of the blog PLUS it provided an opportunity to mirror the modern
look we saw earlier on the design center.
center
The web team started planning for this rebuild in the fall of 2016. Multiple deadlines were
set – we blew them twice. 5 months of reprogamming, dozens of headaches, and one all‐
nighter by the programmer – the site is finally live!
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Show of hands, how many of you have checked out the new site. Let’s go there to check it
out.
OVERALL LOOK: First you will notice the same widescreen format as the blog, consistent
menu and header format, modern look with white background, clean and simple lines
PLANS: Still the most popular first action taken by users.
In this area we redesigned the standard portfolio, it’s intuitive and provides a faster,
higher quality user experience
Users can sort by three categories: bedrooms, baths, sq footage – they can also modify
the ascending or descending order for each category
You can also modify the number of images displayed on one page
Click on an individual plan page – larger, higher quality images are now displayed plus
they load faster
Users can click to share on their own social media accounts or complete the Request
Info form for additional information
LOG CABIN SERIES works the same way
TIMBER FRAME SERIES have now been added – we are still missing a few assets here –
but we are working on this
Again, this timber frame page has the same functionality as the log plans page I just
showed you.
Brown bar – COA for plans
Search Widget moved to the bottom right of every page
PHOTOS
3 days ago we had over 150 images displayed on one single page – there was no
organization to the old library and the page loaded very VERY slowly. Have you ever been
on the phone with a user as he/she tried to explain which photo they were looking out? If
so, you may sincerely appreciate the improvement to this area.
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Now we’ve talked a lot about what we’ve done this year…but from a local online marketing
perspective, what have you done?
How would you rate your digital presence?
Do you engage in social media? Are you creating/sharing posts on a regular basis and
encouraging friends, family and prospects to follow your pages?
Do you have a website? If so, is it mobile friendly and load quickly? Do you maintain fresh
content, pictures and text?
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As you may have guessed, we closely monitor the activity on our website….you can’t
manage what you don’t monitor, right? Well according to one set of data to which we have
access, some of our reps have established a descent online presence in their local markets.
We know this because some of their traffic clicks through to visit our site. This is called a
referral – when a user clicks through to OUR website from YOURS and conversely, when a
user clicks through to YOUR website from OURS. When we analyze referring rep websites,
we consistently see referrals from the following reps….
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This URL has been established for several years. Their site is mobile friendly, has a variety of
project photos, looks nice, and is fast.
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Mary Girton. Mary updates her website every other week. She adds photos, text, keeps
content fresh and up to date. She is also working on including the blog on her website.
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Ed & Kathy Higgins made a large monetary investment recently to rebuild their website. It is
optimized, mobile friendly and overall provides a nice user experience.
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Art & Kathy Hoffman have gone to great lengths to promote their business on a local level,
including their BBB accreditation and associated YouTube videos. They sponsor local
sporting events and have really made a name for themselves in a short amount of time. Art
also keeps his content fresh and adds his monthly newsletters to the site.
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Fred Krol’s also has a tremendous local presence in New York. He drives traffic to his
website from the magazine classified ads and other local real estate guides.
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Other consistent referring websites belong to Sean Lease (whose son plays an active role in
their social media efforts) and Rich Hollander (who pays a web expert to manage his site
and make routine modifications). Two others who couldn’t be here today, Robert &
Christine Grant in Indiana and Chuck Johnson in Alabama.
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Will a customer first be sold on you the local representative or Timberhaven as a whole?
No matter what the case may be – the customer will ultimately be sold on both. And this is
part of the reasons why we direct OUR users to YOUR site and you direct YOUR users to
OURS.
On average, from these top referring websites, we see approximately 45 web sessions a
month – additionally, the people coming to our site from yours spend more time on our
site than any other user on our site – in fact,
fact they spend more than 1 minute longer than
any other user. That may not sound like a lot of time, but think about all of those
distractions we talked about earlier – it’s very important that people are staying on our site.
It means they like what they see, they are digging for more information, maybe collecting
photos or plan info and hopefully will result in an inquiry.
Every minute really does count.
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If each of our representatives maintained a highly‐performing website and referred on
average 45 sessions to our website a month – we’d be maximizing our exposure and
gaining an additional 2,025 opportunities a month!
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These pinpoints reflect the 10 representatives that are currently driving traffic to our
website on a regular basis
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If everyone was driving traffic, we’d have representation that looked like this….
We are fully aware of the great lengths to which some of you have gone to provide a
quality experience for your local online users. For that, we thank you. I do believe,
however, that some of you are still wondering:
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Do I really need a website?
The answer is a resounding YES!
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As a friendly reminder, your dealer agreement outlines a few requirements some of you
have overlooked.
These items include
WEBSITE DEDICATED TO SELLING TIMBERHAVEN LOG & TIMBER HOMES
and ONLINE LOCAL BUSINESS DIRECTORY LISTINGS
In your binder, we’ve outlined the minimum requirements for representative websites.
Although we
we’d
d love for you to go above and beyond these minimum requirements
requirements, the
information we shared is really rather basic. Now we do not expect you to go home and
start building your own website – but we do expect you to hire a professional to get your
website up and running before December 1st.
Additional, the 2nd expectation if you haven’t already done so, is to finalize your local
business directory listings.
We’ve made this process as straightforward as possible for you by calling various web
experts and negotiating group rates on your behalf. Also included in your binder is a list of
professionals, their contact information along with their associated pricing. These gurus
know what our expectations are and are awaiting your call. The deadline for completing
your local business directory listings is also December 1st. If you have any questions about
these requirements, please let Brad or I know.
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What we are trying to say is, It’s time, everyone! If you haven’t done so already, it’s time to
accept the future. Embrace the change. Maximize your opportunities. Excuses will always
be there for us. Opportunities won’t.
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Now I know we talked a lot about digital today…..
To summarize, our integrated digital marketing communications include:
Website, design center, blog, social media & enewsletters
But that doesn’t mean we ignore other important components of our marketing plans
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Our diversified portfolio brings balance to our overall plan, these additional efforts include
Shows, local Events, print, PR
This year we’ve seen fantastic results in these medias as well
For example….
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We were proudly represented at 18 shows this year alone – and have 5 more on the books
for this fall.
We collected a record‐breaking number of show leads and unveiled our new log AND
timber frame display booth with corner display cases for various log samples, our new barn
doors, and a high definition television which features a new photo loop DVD (which you’ve
been given a copy of on the thumb drive in your gift bag)
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We packed the house with over 75 guests during our spring planning & construction
seminar and are hopeful our fall seminar will be another huge success
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We’ve had first, second and third featured homes in top three log home publications –
This 8x12 custom home of Jack Hubbard and Bob Rhodes was featured in
Log Cabin Homes magazine earlier this year.
As you can see here, the home was also featured on the cover of the issue.
Many thanks to Bob Romano and Lynda for bringing this to fruition.
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This modified Valley View was featured in Cabin Living magazine. The 8‐page spread
brought George Bierman’s cabin retreat to life.
Brad Mercer, congratulations on your involvement with this project.
Subsequently, this log cabin was featured in Log Home Living after the magazine’s Facebook
followers voted this home a favorite in the BEST HOME competition.
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And most recently Log Home Living featured a 10‐page spread of this stunning custom
home in the Poconos. Customers Al & Kim Kortze worked with Bob Romano on this project
and couldn’t be happier with the final result. If you haven’t already done so, please sure to
check out the photos of this home – it is absolutely gorgeous – here’s a sneak peek.
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In other news, Pennsylvania Business Central named Timberhaven on of their Top 100
Organizations
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We were featured on Log & Timber Homes Council website
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We were included in various local publications on more than 50 occasions since our
inception.
Here are some examples.
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It sounds oxymoronic to say we just covered a lot of ground, because most of what we
talked about over this last hour has been digital. I certainly don’t expect you to remember
all the statistics I shared, but I do hope you have a better understanding as to what is going
on the digital world and how the vast website changes will help us continue to meet our
users’ expectations and rise above the competition.
Our ultimate goal is to help more and more homeowners catch their log or timber home
dreams and we are counting on you for your continued support and dedication.
dreams….and
dedication
Thank you.
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